
Name of the Event: - Workshop on “Entrepreneurship Development Phases”

Resource Person: - Mr. Alok Nikhil Jha, Chief Operating Officer, IIIT, Innovation &

Incubation Center.

Day & Date: - Thursday, 3rd December, 2020

Time: - 11.00 AM to 1.00 PM

Attended by: - All the second & third year BBA Students

Venue: Online, ZOOM App

The BBA Department of JIMS Engineering Management Technical Campus, Greater Noida

organised a Workshop on “Entrepreneurship Development Phases” on Thursday, 3rd

December, 2020. Mr. Alok Nikhil Jha, Chief Operating Officer, IIIT, Innovation & Incubation

Center was the resource person, he is expert in the field of innovation and entreneurship and

acting as CEO of an incubation centre.



Dr. Chandra Shaardha, HoD, BBA welcomed the guest and thanked him for accepting the

invitation.



Mr. Jha began the Workshop with a positive note on entrepreneurship. He discussed phases of

entrepreneurship in detail and motivated them to begin with enthusiasm and they will attain

success. He said motivation is the most important factor for one to start with an

entrepreneurship, it’s all about sorting the prevailing problems in the society. One needs to be

aware and observant of such problems in order to explore new ideas for being an

entrepreneur.



He talked about developing discovery skills. He gave live examples and illustrated how

various have come in the market merely by following this path. He asked to associate

themselves and have ability to make connections between unrelated things, problems, object

and various processes. Questioning skill is also considered to be important, specifically

questioning the conventional systems. Further is also mentioned that observing,

experimenting and networking skills are very helpful in developing an entrepreneurship.



He suggested that innovation is important in entrepreneurship. In this highly competitive

world, innovative ideas are what will separate you from the rest. One’s goal should not be to

build just an average startup, so in order to create an outstanding product, strong brand and to



build their customer network, a person needs to innovate. Innovation doesn’t always mean to

create something new: innovators often take something that already exists, improve it, change

it, make it better and make it the best for their customers. Innovative ideas are what will make

a startup competitive. He also discussed the Business Model Canvass in detail taking example

like Apple.



Being innovative doesn’t happen overnight: it requires time and effort to create something

truly innovative that will make difference in the start up world. Innovation and creativity

walk hand in hand when we talk about entrepreneurship. He suggested great ways to look at

innovation in order to understand its importance in entrepreneurship, education, ideas

execution, knowledge and more. He discussed the case on discovering business idea.





Ms. Swati Sharma, Assistant Professor, BBA gave vote of thanks and expressed gratitude

towards the guest for giving his valuable time to the students. Dr. Rashi Gupta, Assistant

Professor, BBA coordinated for the event to make it successful. Mr. Jha answered all the

queries with patience. The workshop was highly inventive, informative, practical, needed and

interactive for all the students.




